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I. Introduction
This paper reviews some of the changes we have made in the M.I.T.
Regional Electricity Model (REM)1 during the period September 1976
through May 1978. These changes were made either to better evaluate some
energy policy questions or to better represent energy sector behavior.
For those changes of the Regional Electricity Model discussed in this
paper we found that the basic model could be modified without undue
difficulty to more accurately represent certain types of behavior and
answer specific questions. But we were not able to accomplish everything
that we wanted with this model, in some cases because of the limitations
of the model itself, and in other cases because the model was so
complicated that it would take many weeks of work to make the required
changes. Thus those changes described here are what were found possible
with the model without a major effort.
Most of the changes and revisions that were made to the model are
fairly straightforward and could be easily implemented by others. We
also hope that the extensions that we have made will also encourage
others to develop their own modifications and extensions to the model.
1 Developed originally by Martin Baughman and Paul Joskow and also
known as the Baughman-Joskow (B-J) Model.
2II. Extensions and Revisions
This section discusses the changes that were made to the original
version of the Regional Electricity Model. Each subsection discusses a
specific change that was implemented. The format of each section starts
with a discussion of the motivation for the change, followed by a
description of its implementation and results. Suggestions for future
work are also included.
Listings of the computer code are included in the Appendix.
II. A Present Value of Future Energy Costs
Since our purpose in using the model was to evaluate the impacts of
changes in technologies, prices and policies, we needed some measures to
use for the comparison of different cases. Some economic measures seemed
especially useful, such as the cost of electricity, the average cost of
energy, etc., all of which are available with the model. But it was also
felt that a single net present value figure would also be especially
useful in comparing different scenarios as well as providing some single
overall economic measure of value.
The economic measure decided upon was the net present value of
delivered energy costs which was calculated in the following manner. In
each year of the simulation, the demand model (FUELS) calculates the
current price of each delivered energy type for each customer category as
well as the actual quantities demanded. The sum of all of the
price-quantity products then gives the total cost of delivered energy in
the given year. The discounted time stream of these costs gives the net
present value of the delivered energy costs.
3Thus scenarios with higher energy costs have a higher net present
value cost and thus can be considered economically inferior. If the
demand were inelastic, then the negative difference in net present value
energy costs would be equal to the difference in producer-consumer
surplus and thus a direct economic benefit measure. However because the
demand is elastic, and thus decreases with higher prices, the absolute
differences in net present value of delivered energy costs are less than
the differences in the net present value of the producer-consumer surplus.
The procedure calculates the total purchased energy costs for each
year and then discounts them at some specified rate. One can specify the
starting and ending year of the series as well as the discount rate.
Samples of the standard output are shown on the following page. The
computer code is listed in the Appendix.
II. B Time Weighted Maximum Usage Factors
An important factor affecting the economics of power plants are the
plants' operating times. This is typically represented as the Usage
Factor which us the percentage of power actually generated over a given
time period (typically a year) compared to the total possible power if
the plant were run at full capacity for the entire period. With higher
usage factors the capital cost of the plant is less per unit of energy
produced.
High usage factors are especially important for plants with high
capital costs and low operating costs (e.g. nuclear and coal plants). A
difference in maximum usage factor of 5 to 10% can determine whether any
construction at all of a particular plant type is economical.
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PRESENT VALUE COSTS OF DELIVERED ENERGY
THE NET PRESENT VALUE OF DELIVERED ENERGY COSTS FOR THE YEARS 1977.0 to
1997.0 DISCOUNTED AT A RATE OF 5.00% ON CONSTANT 1977 DOLLARS IS:
0.1799E+13
THE PETROLEUM USED FOR ELECTRICAL GENERATION WAS 0.1462E+11 BBL
THE TOTAL PETROLEUM CONSUMPTION WAS 0.7983E+11 BBL
THE ABOVE FIGURES ARE BASED ON DELIVERED ENERGY PRICES TO
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USERS AS CALCULATED IN THE BJ/REM
MODEL AND ARE EXCLUSIVE OF TRANSPORTATION AND FEED STOCK REQUIREMENTS




5The original version of REM allowed one to specify a maximum usage
factor for each plant type which was then held constant for all time
periods. An existing modification allowed one to change the maximum
usage factor for all nuclear plants in a specified year. This affected
all existing plants as well as all new ones.
We wanted a way of exercising finer control over the maximum plant
usage factors. One case we were interested in studying was a change in
technology which would increase the usage factors for new plants but not
for existing ones.
This was accomplished by adding a subroutine SDUTMX which, with the
parameter of time, can be used to produce a variety of time varying
maximum usage factors. One use of this was to study the effects of
increasing the usage factor for new nuclear plants. The subroutine
allows one to specify the year that the change is made, and then keeps
track of the existing and new capacity and calculates a weighted maximum
usage factor which is then used for electrical generation. Other
applications are also possible. A listing is included in the Appendix.
II. C Construction Work in Progress
Also of interest were some changes in the financial regulatory
structure. One such change is the financing of new plants. Currently
most utilities are required to finance new plant construction themselves
and are only allowed to charge customers for the cost of new plants once
the plants start operation. One proposal has been to allow utilities to
add construction expenses to the rate base as they are incurred thus
increasing current electricity prices and easing the utility's financing
burden with the expectation of lowering future electricity costs.
6The subroutine FINMOD was modified so that one can specify the year
in which construction work in progress (CWIP) is added to the rate base
with the option that it be added immediately or that it be phased in over
a five-year period.
In our runs with this option, adding CWIP to the rate base produces a
higher initial cost of electricity which reduces demand so that future
electrical generation is less. Also over the time period of the model
(to 1997) the price of electricity continued to be higher compared to the
non-CWIP case.
II. D Exponential Forecasting Procedures
In planning new plant construction REM estimates future costs and
electricity demands. The forecasting subroutines are FOCAST, FCAST1 and
FOCAS2. All of these subroutines use the same forecasting algorithm.
The algorithm used is an exponential smoothing method which uses the
current and previous values and a trend to estimate future values. The
procedure was originally used in REM to produce a straight line
estimation of future values. Since all the variables being forecast
(capital cost, fuel costs, electricity demand) were growing at an
exponential rate, this procedure was substantially under-estimating
future values. Therefore the forecasting equations were modified so that
an exponential rather than a linear projection was made. In comparing
the new estimates of several variables with their future values, a much
better match was found.
The forecasting algorithm is shown on the following page. Equations
1, 2, 3 are in the forecasting subroutines and remained unchanged. One
can see that the trend estimator T is a linear estimator of the variable
7V, (i.e., the slope, not the rate of increase of the slope).
Equation 4 represents the way this estimator was originally used in
the model. One can see quite clearly that this is a linear extrapolation
of a trend. This will always underestimate variables which are
increasing exponentially.
The model was modified by replacing equation 4, the linear
extrapolation, by equation 5, an exponential approximation. This will
still underestimate any constant exponential trend but not as seriously.
As mentioned before this procedure was found to produce better
predictions than the original linear extrapolation.
FORECASTING ALGORITHM
V Current actual value




1. Ft = Vt + (1 - A) Ftl
2. Tt = (Ft - Ft_l) + (1 - A) Tt 1l
3. Et = Ft + -A-- Tt
Linear Estimation:
4. Et+n = Et + n Tt
Exponential Estimation:
5. Et +n = Et 1 +Ttn
\ t/
8If we know that some trends tend to be exponential, then an explicit
exponential forecasting algorithm will better predict future values. The
following equations 6-9 present such an algorithm. This algorithm will
not consistently under-estimate exponential trends, and its sensitivity
to changes in growth rates may also be adjusted through the parameter
(alpha). This form has not been implemented in the model, but test runs
with some generated data indicate that it is a good predictor.
Proposed Exponential Forecasting Algorithm
R Rate estimator
6. Ft = Vt + (1 - A) Ft_l
7. Rt = Ft - Ft-l + (1-A) Rt-l
t-_l
8. Et Ft (1 + -A Rt)
9. Et+n = Et (1 + Rt)n
Although we have discussed better prediction algorithms for the planning
procedures of the model, an even more important consideration is that
real planning goes on in the face of uncertainity. The model itself
predicts future values and then plans as if they were precise. There is
no uncertainty in making decisions and a marginal difference in predicted
prices could build or eliminate a plant type. There is the need to find
some way of reflecting uncertainties in the planning process and
producing a more realistic mix of decisions. The actual prediction
9algorithms are but one part of this larger task.
II. E New Plant Construction Limits
Because the model plans new plant construction based solely on given
and predicted costs, sometimes the amount of new plant construction may
exceed reasonable expected manufacturing capability. This appears to be
especially true in the case of nuclear power plants when, for certain
choices of prices, the model might decide to build these plants far in
excess of the industry's capabilities.
To impose some upper limit on nuclear plant construction, especially
in earlier years the model originally incorporated a build limit table
with the limiting values specified at ten year intervals. This
capability was extended by adding the subroutine function "CAPNEW".
The subroutine 'CAPNEW' contains tables which allow one to specify
the build limits year by year, region by region. This gives a much finer
control over new nuclear construction and has enabled us to run
moratorium scenarios where no new nuclear plants are started during
specified years.
This subroutine has also been used to benchmark nuclear construction
to its historical values, both for currently existing plants and for
those actually committed to start operation some time in the future.
Since the model is usually run with a nuclear plant leadtime of ten years
this then benchmarks nuclear construction out to 1987 and thus more
accurately simulates the utility plant up to that time.
This change is easy to implement by adding the subroutine and a few
lines of instructions in the major program.
10
II. F New Output Procedures
One limitation found in using this model was the standard form of
output. While the data is in most ways complete, it is sometimes awkward
to use and does not display well the changes over time of various
factors. In preparing analyses and reports, we found that much human
time was devoted to extracting particular numbers from the full listing
and then creating tables and graphs.
It was felt that some way of automating this procedure would save a
lot of manual work, eliminate copying errors and improve our analytical
capabilities. We could not know ahead of time, exactly which data we
might want displayed in which form, so there was also a definite need for
flexibility.
The solution then was to select all the variables for which we might
have some use and then to save them all in a data file each time the
model was run. The selected variables are stored in a standard array
form including all the selected national and regional data annually from
1970 to 1997. The model run is also fully identified in this data file.
This data array file may then be used immediately after a run or saved
for later use.
An interactive user-oriented, program was written to read these data
files and produce selected output tables and graphs. Data arrays from
different runs can also be handled concurrently and their values compared
in the same tables and graphs.
The program is fully flexible in the variables that are displayed.
One sits at a computer terminal and specifies the data case, the region
and the variables that one wishes and then either asks for a table or a
graph which is then immediately displayed on the terminal. Then one can
11
also decide whether or not to have this table or graph printed as well.
All the data is identified on each graph and table, so there is no
confusion later as to what is represented.
A sample of some of the output is shown. This data table contains
two variables each from two different model runs. The variables are the
national generating capacity of coal and nuclear (LWR) power plants in
gigawatts (GW). Each model run is identified at the bottom of the
table. Note that the table is not for the full time span from 1970 to
1997; one can specify any interval within the total range for each table
one produces.
The following graph uses the same data as in the table. The graph is
automatically scaled to the maximum data values and the data points are
identified with unique characters. The '#' symbol indicates that two or
more data values occupy the same point. It can be seen here that there
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variables until 1990. The graphs have been found to be a very useful aid
in the analysis of the model results.
A copy of a terminal session and the program listings are included in
the appendix. A warning: because of the large size of the data arrays
involved, it has been found that the reading and transferring of this
data can be expensive, and recommend 1) that anyone using this program
keep close control over those costs 2) that smaller data arrays be used
where practical, e.g. eliminating the regional data would produce a 90%
reduction in array size.
One option allows the automatic production of cross-sectional data
tables, first showing each model run with the selected variables and then
producing tables comparing for each variable the results from the
different model runs. (e.g. four variables for three model runs produce
three 'case' tables of four variables, and four 'variable' tables with
the three run results). This is quite useful for comparing scenario
results.
II. G Regional Fuel Costs
The model uses regional fuel costs for oil, gas and coal both for
residential-commercial-industrial and utility consumption. As originally
specified in the model a national minemouth/wellhead price is given along
with regional transportation/refining costs.
When we were specifying future time series of energy prices we found
it more convenient to compute a national average price and regional
differences. Therefore we modified the fuel price tables from 1975 on
and also corrected fuel price calculations in the demand subroutine
'FUELS' to calculate the price properly.
15
This is a minor change to make but it is important to know that some
equations as well as the data tables must be changed.
Revised tables and equations are shown in the appendix. The data is
described in the paper by Marlay.
III. Summary, Recommendations and Conclusions
For the model revisions and extensions discussed here, we found that
the Regional Electricity Model, while already containing a detailed
representation of the electric utility sector, could also be modified to
do more than originally intended. Although in some cases the very
complexity of the model made understanding and modification difficult.
But in all, short of developing a new model tailored for our specific
needs, REM served quite well.
Some changes which could be quite useful in this model are:
1) Revision of the forecasting procedures to produce better
estimators for the types of data that the model is predicting.
2) Revision of the planning procedures incorporating
uncertainity, or some other approach of better reflecting the soft nature
of the planning decisions as made by the electric utilities.
3) Further research to determine the long-term elasticity
coefficients in the energy demand equations, as it is essentially these
equations which drive the model.
REM is currently probably the most complete and best documented model
of the electric utility industry and was quite useful as an analysis tool
in our studies. But its very completeness and complexity was at times a
handicap as we attempted to understand the results.
16
Recommendations for future models for energy analysis would be far
simpler, more easily understood models designed to illuminate critical
assumptions and interactions. As an example capital and fuel costs are
critical factors in the choice of new plants, but the final decision is
made under uncertainty influenced by other factors as well. Little is
known about the exact nature of this decision process. As another
example the econometric equations used to calculate demand are very
important, and how sensitive are the final results to changes in the
equation coefficients?
In conclusion, REM served well in this project. But future modeling
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C VERSION OF 27 MAY 77 BY DEW
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES TWO FORMS OF MAXIMUM DUTY CYCLE
C 1) THE MAXIMUM DUTY CYCLE FOR NEW PLANTS - USED FOR PLANNING
C PURPOSES
C 2) THE VINTAGE EIGHTED DUTYCYCLE FOR EXISTING PLANTS - USED
C FOR GENERATION
C
C THE SWITCH IS KEYED BY THE PARAMETER 'ALTIME' WHICH WHEN EQUAL
C TO ZERO PERFORMS 2 ABOVE, OR WHEN GREATER THAN ZERO LOOKS
C THE APPROPRIATE TIME INTO THE FUTURE FOR ABOYE
C
C PERFECT KNOWLEDGE OF THE FUTURE MAXIMUM DUTY CYCLE IS IMPLIED
C FOR PLANNING PURPOSES
C
C CURRENT VERSION OF THE PROGRAM ONLY CHANGES DUTMAX(4) LWR BY




C COMMON FOR MAXIMUM DUTY CYCLE 'DUTMAX'
COMMON /DDD/ DT,DUTMAX(10),DEMBAS(9),DEfANF(9),DEANZ, D UTYCY(9,9)
C COMMON FOR CURRENT CAPACITY 'USTCAP'
COMMON /UUU/ USAG'E(9,9),USTCAP (10) ,USACOS(10) ,USTGEN(10),
* UTC (10),USFCON(10) USUSAG(10) , ,UANUSUSAGEF,UFACTT(8,9)
C COMMON FOR REAL TIME 'RTIME'
COMMON /RRR/ RTIME,RTIME2,REGPCD,REGDEM (9),REGEFC,REGGEN(9) ,REGCAP
C COMMON FOR SUBROUTINE SPECIFIC VALUES
COMMON /SDM/ YRDM4,SMDM4, KEY1, BDTMX4,PCAP4,PWDTF4
C
C INITIAL AND DEFAULT DATA VALUES
C VALUES SET IN MAIN DATA ARE:
C YRDM4=2050SMDM4=1 .0,KEEY1=0,BDTMX4=0,PCAP4=0
C VALUES MAY BE CHANGED THROUGH MASTER USING




1 IF (KEY1.EQ.1) GO TO 5





IF (ALTIME.LE..001) GO TO 20









C VINTAGE WEIGHTED MAXIMUM DUTY CYCLE
20 IF (RTIME.GE.YHDM4) GO TO 25
DUTMAX (4) = BDTMX4
RETURN
25 IF (PCAP4.NE.0) GO TO 30
C ESTABLISHING BASE DATA IN YEAR OF CHANGE
PCAP4=USTCAP (4)
PWDTF4=BDTMX4
W DTF 4= B DTM X4
DUT MAX (4) =WDTF4
RETURN
C
30 IF (USTCAP(4) .EQ.PCAP4) GO TO 50
C CALCULATE NEW WEIGHTED DUTY FACTOR
WDTF4= (PWDTF4*PCAPl+SMDM4*BDTMX4* (USTCAP (4) -PCAP4) ) /USTCAP (4)
PWDTF4= WDTF4
PCAP4U STCAP (4)
C RETURNS WEIGHTED MAX DUTY CYCLE AS DUTMAX






C CALCULATE PiOJECTEL NUiCLEAR FUEL COSTS
C CALCULAT2 UTMAX FOR PLANTS TCONSN YEARS IN THE FUTURE
-CALL SjDUTl1X (TCONSN)
CALL N KL (CFUL i2 ,CFULK2,URANUS,THORUS ,TAILSP, PLUTSP, PHiEATR,
* IURAi4, ITi OR , rL(N4,BURN5,BURN6, BUEN7C,BURN'7i3, CSWU,PPUFAB,PPPUFB,
* PPH FAB3, PiBFB,i?P29,PPUI{tEPPPUPHP,PiPPPPPBEP, PP49,CU308, SWTOT,
* DCAPIT,CU : Nh4,CU JLN6,DipTANU ,DPTADL,CHriATE, NPASS, VPLUTO,VBPLUT,
* D)OA MC)
C CALCULATE NJUCLEA FUEL COSTS FOR CURBENT 1IME PERIOD
IF (SUB. Gi,. 55) DZFL=WPI (M) /WPI (1 5)
DO 144 N=1,9
DCAPIT (N) =CA IT (N) /iFL
DOAIC (N) =OAINCOS (N) /dFL
144 CONTINUE
C CALCULATP; NUCLEAR FUEL COSTS FOR CURRENT YEAR
---~CALL SUTMX (). O)
CALL NUKE (CFLiL11 ,CF'ULK 1, lRANUS, THOI US,TAILSP,PLUTSP ,PHEATR,
* 1 UItAN, ITH R, BUEN 4,3 URN5,BURN6,BURN7C,BURN7B,CSW U,PCUFAB, PCPUFB,
PC iFAB, tCi 3FAB ,PC2 9,PCU FL'P,PCPU RP, PCHiEP, PC BREP,PC49,CU308 ,SWTOT,
D lCAPTr, CU R 4,CUJ-i4R6, DPTANU,LPT AEL, IHRATE, NPASS, VPLUTO, VBPLUI,
* DOAMC)
Ikppendix IV C
Construction Work in Progress
In FINMOD:
CCOY :S: Jt[o" *'o!~ :- D:W .]7 ~Af 77
C I-_ J,,i ' oY. I t t LJD1N Gu," i 'V ,o _, Ii0 ::s i TH, RA7 ' 'AS: 
'. lr.. ti:OP INCGO'.L* oIE.IIO~ IS '%LKS' I't-' A= S!:"L'FAUL' VALUE' OF Zu¶ 
Si'tI' S -r; '1%s .:-'KFS' w IC I h'1; tiClJAL I ,:
C '1' INC POLh t rTES IM ' FDIATFLY I5 YEA. 'TlhKS '
C a'2' NuFi :.TL-S NC :lENTLY AT 0.2 Eh YEAR
IF ([T iT4.L T.T 5) 2 T 60
IF (I !iKS .'C.1.AND .RTI M .LQ.rwiiRK) hbB:AC=1 .
IF (iWf;KS !.2) O TO 60





POAiCO (JtK =OKAMiX + OAMTR*MULe,
C EXPON ENTIAL FORECAS- DL' 21 NOV 77
PCAPITi J. ) =CAPEX* ( 1 +CAPTE/CAPEX) 41*MULR
P izAT (J ,K) =iiL ATEX* ( 1+i;ATTR/H]iALEX) * ,1MULF
POA CU(J,K) =A X* (1+OAMTRi/OAMaX) **M'ULE
2 CONTI NUZ 1,,
I ' (R'fi . LTCLI l'. . i' E.GE. 1 98 1.)GO TO'r 56
Do 58 J=4,i7
..PEfI(KIi)DEX ..+....... De * X
C EXPONEN:£IAL GiHOGiTH FORECASTiR - DE"h 21 NOV 77
P DEiE (K) =D Ei*it; SX* DG**LMU.LX
... ......... ( .......... 
.................... ( )
33 P CD(K)=PRI]D£ ~ (K = / ( . 76*PUSAG E (K) )
-·LC----·-·I--· 3U·l···-·-·l--··-----C-·--·---
Appendix IV E
New Plant Construction Limitations
In Main Program:
195 C NMA =--  l i b (N,, GL , A'N'i."', TI L 'I h )
C '{uiF NlW bUiLD LIiT' - DJE 28 NOV 77
1I (Ni,. C'. 3J.) CiUiiA l= C A PN (IhiiE,IiEiG)
S UAFO S= 0
DO 79 1=,1,4
FU NCT ION CA PNEW (TIME, IREG)
C
C RVISED LIMITS TO MATCH HISTORICAL LWR GROWTH
C
C THIS FUNCTION INTRODUCES LWR NEW CAPACITY LIMITS FOR EACH REGION AND
C TIME PERIOD. THE DATA IS CONIAINED IN THE TABLE CAPTAB'.
C, THE SWITCH IS 'NBL' WITH DEFAULT VALUE OF 0 WHICH IS CHANGED THROUGH
C THE PROCEDURE 'MASTER'.
C THE CHANGE; ONLY OCCURS IN 'MAIN' ATER STATEMENT 195.
C
DIMENSION CAPTAB (9,51)
DIMENSION CAP1 9,1 0), CAP2 (9,10) , CAP3(9,10 ) ,CAP4 (9,10) CAP5(9,11)








* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
* .0, 0. 0. O,
* O.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 . ), 0. 0,
* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
* 0.0, 0 0, 0.0,
* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
* .0 0.0, 0.072,
* O.0, 0.0, 0.0,
'7
DATA CAP2/
* 0.575, 0.000, 0.000
* 0 , 0. 0, 0. 0,
* 0.690, 1.750, 1.357
* 0. O, 0. O, 0.0



































































, 0.000, 0.000, 0 , 0.000, 0.000, 0.450,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000,0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
, 0.545, 2.267, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000,0. 0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0. 0,
3. 795, 3.481, 2.295, 4.225, 1.065, 0.850, 0.000, 0.000,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 00 0., 0.0, 0.0, .0,
3. 728, 1.060, 0.538, 3.262, 1.065, 0.000, 0.000, 2.403,
0.0, 0.0, 0. , 0.0, 0.0, 0 .0, 0.0, 0.0 /
C 195
11111 1---· r-L-LIII^-·-·I ----  --- -·--111-1--·1-








* 0. 000, O. 000,
* 3.506, 4.072,
* 0.000, 0. 000,
* 3.530, 6.772,
* 0.000, 0. 000,
* 1.300, 4.432,








* 5. 350, 5
* 6.300, 6
* 7. 250, 7
* 8. 200, 8
* 9. 150, 9
* 10.10. 1
























































































































































































* 24.0, 24.0, 24.0, 2,40, 24.0, 24.0, 24.0,
C START OF EXECUTION
IT IME=IFIX (TIM.E+ 1. 0001 )
IF (ITIIE. LT. 1) ITIM E= 1
IF (ITIME.GT.51) ITIME=51
C HALF OF BUILD LIXIT PER SIX M1ONTH PRIOD























































New Data Output Procedures
In Main Program:
TY: .u




Z R: =0 .0
T tN = O. '.)
it (Ai fR.GT. 1997) GO T 13
C fiOtCI ATS
2000 FORMAT (8)X)
2002 FOR MAT ( l1F8. 2)
2003 LO{£AT (19F8.3)
2009 FOXMA]L (-15P10F. 3)
C
C CRtEATION OF ARRAY -iLENTIFES
WRl'tITE (5, 2005)
2005 F(OR2 AT (' EN TER RUN i')
Rc.AD (5, 200j6) IN PNAM
2006 FORMAT (Ao)
WtIdTE (5, 2007)
2007 FORtMA ( NTER blJORT DLSCIFIION )')
RAD (5, 2008) INPT1, INPI2, INP'I3,INPT4,INET5
2008 FORMAT (5Ad)
L= 199 7- AiiY + 1. 1
WRITE (JA,2010) I,INPNAM,INPI 1.IINPT2,INPT3, NPT4,INIPT5
2010 FOaMAT' ( IRANiG ( 1) ',I5,', IRANGE(2)=1O,IRANGE(3) =12R,'
* ' NAME.'lST (3 )=1 ' ' AMELIST (2)=1 ',/
*'INPNAL= '' ,A8,' ' INPlITL=''' ,5A8, '' '
* /,' ; )
C
C THE NAME DENTl ncR LIST
RIT E (JA ,2031)
2031 FORM1AT ('NiW LNG MID ATL -N TL W-N CL 50U ATL E-S CTL '
$* W-S CT:L U itJELAINPACIFIC NATIONAL')
WRI TE (JA,2011 )
2011 FO£4AT' YSAiP ','LOCATION' ,'ELE D ' AK DMD'2011 FOiMAT (f YA'. I LOC A·ION 1 L
* AVG COSIT' It 'S COST' IND COST',' ' 'FOS CAP '
* 'FOS GEN ')
WR.ITE (JA,2)12)
2012 FORiAlI' ('CAP OA ','CAP GAS ','CAP OIL ','CAP LR '
* 'CAP LWRP' 'CAP hTGR' 'CAP Ef bR' 'CAP I. C. ',
* 'CAP !IYDht' CAP TOT ')
WRITE (JA,2013)
201.3 FOMAT ('UPI COA ','OP;' GAS ',' OP OIL ','OPT LWR
* i'OPT LWRHP' 'OI ilTG I' 'P MFDR', OPT IC0 '
* 'OP iYDtF ', 'OPT TOT ')
WRITE (J A,20 14)
2iz1 4 FORKSAT(' EW OA ' 'N'EW GAS ' ,'Ni; OIL ','N;EW LiR 
a* l 'Nw WLWP' r'NiW iHTGR' 'NEW M i NLW I 
* i NtW HYbt', 'NLhW 10T ')
IV. F(2)
WRITE (JA,2')15)
2015 FORAiAT ('GILN COA ','GZ N GA S I,'GlN OIL GN LWR 
'GL: L, Wr P GU HTGR' F, 'G N MFLF R', ' EN I . I
~* 'G-N YL,i 'GGENI 'IOT ')
WiITE (J, Z16 )
2016 FO.MA'2 ('JF CCAL UF GAS UF OIL IF LWR UF LWRP UF IHTGR',
* I' Ui r P UF I.C. U HYDR U TOT ')
WiJ.ITL (JA, 20 1 7)
2017 FO ? LRMAT(' UFC cOALUE. GAS UFt IL bEC LWI U C
* 'UJFC FBLiE. ui'C I.C.UFC HYL RUFC 1I 0 )
WRITE (JA,2)18)
2019 FRtA'('FOiu COA FO: GAS Ot1M OIL FON LWR FOI
* ' BOE MPBL, O'i0 I.C FOUN HYD FOM TOT')
W'iT'E (JA,2019)
2019 FRMAT(';-CB CO A ;,C2 GAS ECB G1L IEPi COA EPB
* ' CST U3U8CUi U308JON U308')
WRITE (JA,2020)
2020 FORiiAT (' CLU COA CU GAS ECU OL PU COA EPU
* ' SWU COSTSWU DliD' )
h KITE (JA, 2021)
2021 'ORMAT('RC TOT £C GAS BC OIL C: EL IND
* ' INC L IND CA')
WRITE (JA,2u22)
202z FORMAT (l'Cl TOT RCI GAS CI OIL RCI LE RC1
* 'TOT E;NG TOT OIL TOT GAS CT COA TOT
R ITl' (JA, 202 3)







TOT IND GAS IND OIL',
COA ',
O&G ')




C 5tGIONAL OUTJPUT FOR DATA ARRAY
C
D WHITE 28 FEB 78
If ((RiTIfL+.h). LT.A RYR) GO TC 89
SKIPS IF NOI YET YAR i TO START REPORI
IL{YR =Rfl ME
I SW= 3 (RT1IM-- Y )
iSW IS L.iRO F ANNJUAL P'RI(J3S, ONE FOR SMIANNUAL PERIODS
C CALCULATIONS OF NW PLANT ADDITICNS
1f (I3W.Ea,2. 0.0) G TO 305
C SLUMMATION DURING NON-REPORTING PERIOD
DO 301 J=1 , 3
301 ANCAP (iituG,J)=TOLC;2 (IRG, J, 1) +CT3iOC2 (IREG,J, 2)
D0 302 J-1, 4
302 ANCAP (lil;;GJ+3J =CTOBC3 (EG, J, 1 ) +CTOEC.3 (IREG, J, 2)
ANCAP (£i.G,8)=CTCDC 1 (I G, 1 ,1) +CIOBC1 (IREG, 1,2)
ANCAP (ilii¾'iG, 9) =CTOiEC(ii (La, 1 1) +CTOBCH (IREG, 1,2)
AN CAP (I LG, 17) = 0.0
DO 303 3=1, 9
303 ANCAP (Ii4 10) ANCA2 (IRLG, 10) +ANCAP (IRE3,J)








1i (ISW.NE.0.3) GO TO 89
SKIPS OUTPUT ir NOT EPORTING PRICE
.IiRG=ii<J'
WRITL (JA,232 ) RT 4i,RI ,G, EGDi (IREG) REGPCD, PELEC (IREG)
* Z RZ, Z E L , Tk. :CCAP, Z R
2 O42 RMIAT (2ed. U,8Fo.2)
WRITE (JA,2003) (:LX SCAP (Ii.EG,J),
W iIT (JA,2003) (OPTrAP (IREG,d) ,J
InT. (J.A,2003) (AWCAP(IRLG,J),J=
iIRiTE (JA, 2003) (GEdTLE (REG,J) ,C
RITE (J,2 003) (USAG E (1RG,J) ,J=
WLITZ (JA, 200 3) (FULCON (iR EG,J) .








= 1 , 9)
=19) 
1=1,9)
, R G N(I E G)
z hIll
G iSC3U=FUEC N (IhG,2) + I'JLC N(lRGG, ) * (1-FOIL IRGG))
OILCB=FUL-CON(I sG,3) + U ECGN(IiG,8)*F IL(IlREG)
4RiTE (J,2003) CLOALC,GASC3B,O!LCB,CFULB1(1),CFULB1(2),CFULB1 (3)
COALC i=COALCBI 33!. 17
GASCN= GASC *. 9 7 39
)I LC N=OILCB 0). 1591
COAL PN=C r UL 3 1 ( 1) *0. 261
GASPN=CF'L I1 (2) 1 1.3
JOILPN=LC'ULB 1 (3) *t u. u58
WRITE (JA,2 003) CAL'CN,GASCN, CILCN,COALLPN,GASPN, OILPN
WRITE (JA, 20U0)
WRITE (JA,20:)0)
dRITE (JA,200.3) CAPILiV (IREG) ,IADiNV (ISREG) ,,BASE,WRKINC,ASSETS,











C SET UP OUTPUT TO BE RETURNED TO IFC MODEL BEFORE INTEGRATING TO




C NATIONAL OUTPUT FOR DATA ARRAY D E WHITE 28 FEB 78
C
IF (RTIME.LT.ARYR) GO TO 780
C SKIP IF NOT YET REPORTING PERIOD
C SUMMATION OF NEW PLANT ADDITIONS
DO 312 J=l, 10
C BY PLANT TYPES
ANCAP (10,J) =0. 0
DO 312 K=1, 9
C BY REGIONS






WRITE (JA, 2002) USTCAP(1),USTCAP(2),USTCAP(3),USTCAP(4) USTCAP(5),
* USTCAP (6) ,USTCAP (7) ,USTCAP (8) , USTCAP (9), USK
WRITE (JA,2000)
WRITE (JA,2003) (ANCAP(10,J) ,J=l, 10)
WRITE (JA,2003) USTGEN(1) ,USTGEN(2), USTGEN(3) ,USTGEN(4),USTGEN(5),
* USTGEN (6) ,USTGEN (7) ,USTGEN (8) , USTGEN (9), USG
WRITE (JA,2003) USJSAG ( 1) ,USUSAG(2) ,USUSAG(3) ,USUSAG(4) ,USUSAG(5),.
* USUSAG(6),USUSAG(7),USUSAG(8),USUSAG(9),USU
WRITE (JA,2003) USFCON (1) ,USFCON (2), USFCON(3) ,USFCN 4),USFCON (5)}
* USFCON (6), USFCON (7),USFCON (8) ,USFCON (9) ,USF
WRITE (JA,2000)
URAR=URANUS* 1000.
WRITE (JA,2003) TCOALB,TGASCB, TOILCB,ZE R,ZER,ZER,CU308, URAR,ZER
ASR=ASEPT/1E+ 06
WRITE (JA,2003) TCOALN ,TGASCN, TOILCN,ZER,ZER, ZER,CSWU,ASR,ZER, ZER
WRITE (JA,2009) RCTEGY,RCTGAS,RCTOIL, RCTELE,TINECO,TINGAS,TINOIL,
* TI NELE, TINCOL,ZER
TOTOIL=USTOIL+ 1.OE1 5* (USFCON (3) +USFCON (8))









FILE: JOISJ PLiOPT A CONVKVSATLiONAL MONIlOR SYSTEM
JD SP: Pii OCL DURE RCPTION S (MAI ) ; BJ () 0 0 1 
BJ 00020
/ t iiRAhY DATA D)ISPI. At .lLiOGiiAti BJE030
BJDO040
TA IS PLOGbhAM IS LI.SiGNii TO RfAD DATA STORED IN AN AN RRAY FORM BJ0C30050
ON THE INP:..IT FILEL ' iUATA' ANL TC ERODUCE SLECTED DATA TABLES AND BJD0060
GRE:APS. TH., PARAMTLttS OF THi-. LDA"A ARRAY ARE OTAN.D THROUGi A BJD00070
GE' DATA COPMiAND WHIICh INITIALLY HtADS THESE EROM Hil SAME INPUT FILE. EJD00080
THE ROGknAM ALSO PROVILr.S THi OPTION OF READING IDENTIFYING DATA NAMES 13JD00090
AS E4LLL AS TiiE DATA TSti.2 AN.l; INCCRPORATING THESE IN THE SELECTED BJ001 00
OUTPUT. 1THE1 P)OGAtAN IS DESGNEtD TO BE OPERATED INTERACTIVELY FROM A 13J00110
TERMINAL WITh THE OUTPUT' SENT EITHER TO THE TERMINAL OR A PRINTER. 3BJ£90120
BJ00 130
TiL DATA IS S'T'OLD IN A FOUR-CDIMEN'IONA ARRAY. THE LEVELS 8JD30140
ARE AS FOLLOWS: 1. LAA cA t' BJ3000150
2. DIM NS.ION 1 3JD00160
3, iIMENSION 2 BJ00170
4, LM NSI ON 3. BJ300 180
ThE DATA 13 READ UP IN THE SEyUENCE, I.E. THE IISGHR LEVELS ARE SPELI- BJ00190
FIED AND THJ LOW ST LEV L IS THiN REAL IN SEQUENCE, ETC. BJDU00200
5J E00210
BY S_.ETIING TE NAMiLLISS VARIABLES TO 1, ONE CAN ALSO READ IN NAMES BJE00220
IDENTFYIN<G Thi .iNDiICES aT EACHI DIMENSION LEV E. THE NAME FOR THE CAStBJD00230
IS ;PzCIFID USING Tit! 'NPtiAME' AND 'INPTITLE' VARIABLES IN TH E INPUT BJ0O0240
DATA FILE. BJJD00250
BJ00260
THE GENERAL r-Iia OF AN INPUT FILE WOULL BE AS FOLLOWS: BJD00270
1. THE DATA IDNTIFICATION WHICH ILNTIFIES ILE DATA WHICH FOLLOWS BJE00 280
AND IS R EAD USING 'TiHE 'GEi DA'IA' STATEMENT WHICH READS ONLY THEDBJD00290
VARIABL ES A CTUAL LY ID;NTIIED T'iiR. BJ00300
E.G. INPNAAl='CASEA2;', INPTILE='TiEST CASL OF 31 JUNE', bJD00310
IRANG; (1)5 , I A NGE (2) =13, IA NG" (3)=15, BJD00320
NAMELISiT (1) =1 ; BJD 00330
2. THE NAiii LST SECTION WHICH CONTAINS THEL NAMES FOR ANY BJD)90340
DIMI NSNSIONS iCS.i: ' NAMiLLI S T WAS SPECIFIE D AS 1 iJD0U 350
.G. A CC O U N 1 A ( CCOUNT2 ACCOUNT 3 . OIAL 3J 00 360
THE'l FOlR'CMAT 1iS 10 A (8), I .E. TN 8-CHIARACTER NAMES TO A RECORD. 3JD00370
3. THE DATA SCTION wiTICH CONTAINS TH: ACTUAL DATA TC B READ IN. 3BID0038C
THE Of)iR .l; S SEQJLNC. D UPWARDS THROUGhI THi DIMENSION LEVELS. 3BJD00390)
£. T.;. VAR(11,11 1) , VAR(1,1,1,2) VAL( 1, 1,1,3) ,, 3 3D4'i)4"00
VAR (,1 ,1 ,R N ANt i (3)) t3JDOO4 10
VAI (1. 1, 2, 1), V ( 1, 1,2,2) , ..... ETC . BJD 0420
'IHti FO,)RM!AT IS lu F{,4), , I.. TNi 8-DIGIT NUMBERS PER 80-CHAR 3JL00430
RLECcOa D.L L Wi 'I' liET LOWEST LIMENSION REACHES ITS LlMIT, 3BJD00440
THE NfEXTI RtAD SiQthiNC5 THEN STARTS ON A N.Ea RLCORD. JJD00450
JBC00 460
THE PERSON T CON'ACT WITi AiNY QUESTICNS IS: 3JC00470
DAVID . WHITE BJi)00 480
I r lT Ri L,38-422 13J 1i: 004 9 0
TEL X3-8029 3BJ00500
BJD00510
END OF .DLSCRITfIVE lHEADL *L / 3J 00520
33JD00530
3J DO0540












GE ( ) IN ITiA 1 (
CAS NA i ( AX CA SE)
CAS ETIT L ( A XCA SL )
DNAAE (H AXiANGFg (1)
LwNA M2 (A XA NGL (2 )
DN AIE3 ( .AXK AiNGi (3)
/ -r- LAXI MMM Mi oi El
/' NUSBdER OF CAS S






C IAt, 38) CTL;
A) Cli (8) CTL ;
) CliAti (8) CTL;
DCIL DA'AiM AXCA M  S, i;gA.X~AN ( 1 , iAX, AN  ( 2), AXitANG L' (3) )
/* DATA SE'LECTEE FOH LI ISLAY /
DCL DISPDATA(10,AAXhANGz (1)) CTL;




DCI NSEL INITIAL ((0); /* NUML O ITELMS SALLCTD
DCL KS,KF FPTXD; /* TLE iril.L A4GES /
DCL iNJATA FiLE INPUT STREAMI ANY (FB
DCL POJT FILZ' OUTPUT ST'itEAM PRINT
DCL TOUT FILL OUTPUT STREAM PRINT
DCL DOiT FiLE VAiIAbLz; /* SEIECTtL
DOUT=TuO UT;
CTL;  1rr 
*/
LECSIZE (80) LLKSIZE (800)
ENV (F3B RECSIZE (133)) ; /-




/* END OF INITIAL LOCK ¶/
1/****-4* PaROGLA'i CONTROL LUC * *******;*$****** ******* ****/
CALL ATARD; /f RELAL DATA */
/* .INT iACTIVLE SECI' ION */
DCL ISW CHAR (1); / SLLECTIUNT CHALhACIEi 4/
NSEL=O; /r NO ITzlS IN SELCTIOJ LIST AT Tl START */
M12: DISPLAY (' ';
DiSPLAY (' YOU iiAVL TEl FOLLOWING OPTIONS');
DISPLAY
DISPLAY
D IS PL AY
DISPLAY







DISPLAY rTHIS LISI AGAIN.');
LIST ATA DlitCTOY.');
.ELLCT DATA FOR A DISPLAY.');
PtOLUCE A 'IABLE.');
PRODUCE GAPtH.) ;
C ROSS-SECT1ONAL IABL ES );
T"'rINATE LL TilE PCGU FAM. ') ;
14: DISPLAY (' ') ;
L)ISPLAY ('SJLECT A PuROCtiUtJ
IF IS=' J'
1Ft ISW=' 3'k, 1.3 - 31





'I H t N
ia ) REPLY (ISh) ;





























B J 00 810
BJ D008.20
aJ00830


























FI L h BJ ri S L£ L 1 ' l? Ai
FIL: 3JLi LIuPT A











GO iO 14 ; /* ,;PATS t.4Jl xA/
/* L>ND uF PlOGAd CGN h1 OL BtLOCh */
1/**':*** hr.ADING 181 THL ATA *4t*******4Lt***************/
DATARf D: PRO CED - tU';
DCL IANGE(3) ; C.L AM LIST ();
DCL D1 K-Y C!iA. (S); )tL u 2hzY C.-iAR( () ;
DCL NPNAlz- CdA(P) ; DC L NPITIIt: C-IAR {(40);
ON :.'&;.'NDFi•IL (£N 'i)i'TA) 1GI N;
NC A S .= NCAS i-1 ;
OISPL AY(' );
DISP LAY ('DATIA &SEAi T L AINAT'cL ON £ LF IL');
GO T1 D 1 9;
-,N ;
DR2: NiCAS'=SNCAS.+1 ;
IF ACAASA>iA1CAS, 'HiiLN DO;
N C AS E= MAi YXCS f;
OISt'LAY ('DATA -EAL TliiiiAT-E ON ?IAXMLM UMBER
i FT J, N;
.. N ;
GET D ATA AS IDii NTiFIFRS *'/
GE( *)=1; A1 ELIS'S  ( ) IN= IPNAMi -=' 
DATA FILL (NDATA) ;
FIL (TOUTi') DAI TA (Ii NPN AM , i. 'PlI L Lk,
'; NPTIT Lt=
OF CASES' ) ;
=' ';
IRANGE; (1 ) ,ElRANGE (2) IRANG (3) ) ;
IF NCAS E = 1 TH N DO;
i AX RAN Gt, (* ) .=IRANG () ;
CALL ALLOC;
. N D ;
DO I=1 20 3;
if IRAN G&E () > ?iAXRiANG. (i) l'ril N DC;
DISPLAY ('DATA ntiAD TRMlINA'iL BY
NCASE=NCAS- 1;
RJT U N ;
lND;
.ND;
INVALID ;IM£NSION RANGtb' );
C A S N A8l E ( NC A S ) = IN P N A i;;;





FI Ld (IN DAIA) r. LII
(I) O0 I=l TO IANGE (1)))
1) 10 A ( 8) ) ;
IF NAMLIST(2) '= 1

































BJ D 014 30
BJD01 440
BJD01450

































r ^I Li (i ?ID ATA)
IF NiiA'1LIST (3) = 1 iiLtN
(NO CJ NVS i'O i() 1) : GIT
GET FILz ( ! DA A)
EDIt ( ( N A Ji3 ()
.. NdU;
DO 1 1=1 I1{ANGE(1) );
DO 2=1 TO ihAN G ; ( 2);
GO;T Fl.u (iNDATA) .DIT
iF DNAiL1E(I1) =4
i ie D A ,AiIf (I -If NANt2 (.I2) ='
T .li Lz (. NA iA) L EI I




DI SPLA. ('D ATA CA3 E
£DIT ( 1KEY ,D2KLY)
DJ I=1 10 PA NG (3) ) )
(COL(1),2 A(8));
(A ()) ;
(D1i, LY D2K.LY) (COL(1),2 A(8));
I i]N LNAME1 {I(1)=D1KE'i;
THL tN D Ai 2 :2(1 2) =J2KL Y;
j1C '3=1 C I AN G (3)) )
(EAD. );
GO 'T0 DR22; /* REPEATS DATA EAD UNTL END CONDITIONS
D!(i9 : hLTU ;
EN11 DATARiD;
/* END OF DATA iZEAU S .. l..CIC* *//* * S * ;TO GZi ALLOCATION






ALLO CAT.L D i Ari' 2;
D NAi 2=' ' 
ALLOCAT DNAA3 ;i ;
DNALt3=' ' 
ALLOCAT h D3ISOAT A;
DISPDATA (4) =0;
END ALLOC;
/" .END OF ALLOCATION
PLOC .DU RE
P 0C t- U R E
*~4 ***4 *4* *44*4~~~~&
$1/
1/** ' DATIA .lD IRCTORY *s** * *** * * ***************************n/
DIRTS: PROCEJ RE;
DCL ARSP CHAR (1) ;
DISPLAt ('DO YOU WiSti TO AV A LAIA LIRECTORY?')
RPLY ARS P) ;










I rHŽIN AI * /
r ('DATA D IR CTOFY') (A) ;
I"Dti('lAI.TA CASES' ) (A);
3JDO 1660






















































FILE : :317-Jisd ll. i cl, L) a

















,11 1 (X(3) A () ;
UT') KiP (1)
Ar ilA3Ql , (NALa (13±.ID3 (I))
· 11 ( (3) , A ()) ;
di ) S KP (2) ;
Ul') E DIT(' .A') (COL (3), A);
i' .r 'ATA V4/
K F;
(DN Al (3 ) , (L1 SPDA (1,3) D )(i;,A(d),X(3),1U O((1,3)));
/* PI1NTING JaTA CASL TITL:.ES
PlIT fIL (OL.T) SKIP (2);
DO 1=1 TO NCASs;
DO J=1 Ti'O NSITL;
IF iS;D..I.CN (J) = iTiN i
PUJ'T FiLL (DOU T) VgIT
(COL (1) X (5) , A,
GO 'O T29; /NLXT 




D IS P LAY (' ') ;
DI SPLAY (' DAl A TADL
iF DOUT=TOUT Ti N
DISPLAY (' .DO YOU
I SRSP='Y' TiiN
DO T=P0 tJi;
GO T'O T 1d;
END;EN;!









iISd TO tRINT THIS
L;
IABL E ? ') .R PLY (5RP) ;
RET U N;
END TABS;
1/** *** G RAPti PhCCiDUe h ** ****** ** *****
/* LUTS 'DISPDATiA' (Y-AXIS) VS. DIMENSION 1
GRAS: PROCLbDUR E;
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ ~
(1I M ON X-AXIS) */
DCL SRSP Ci (1) ; / R-czSPONSE CHAhACITER /
.IF NS L < ' TH[lrE N 1D0;
DISPLAY ('No DATA C LURi [NITLY
R ET k N ;
,zND;
S LECTE ) ;
/'- ;ERAP T .2 S PANS





















































3 0N IT 0R S Y 5T-I'F I.11 : 3 J D 1 S LI ! , 'r A
.
( -A .1 3) 
FIL ,: JDi 5 2'LTOP H. CONV0ESATIONAL i.ONITOR SYSTES
IF K3< ) I K D.3 >.AX.IA NG I(3 ) TiljN C IC S20;
/* aSSI GNING AT IND1CSS */
NSEL=NSEL+ 1;
ISDNSiL) .CN=KCN;
ISE (NS L) . I2=KD2;
I SD (SE L) . i D3= KD 3;
/* ASSIGNING DATA */
D ) . = 1 't G M aX ibi ANh ) ;
JISP)AT A (.T, ,L ) =-:DATA (KCN,I, KD2,KD3) ;
UND;
DIS PLAY (' ACC.L.Q:LD' ) ;
it lWSL=10 TiliN DO;
DiSP LAY (' MA X 1Ui N ;J iL)1
R TUR N;
N D;
R5 Ok VARIABLES SELECTIED.');
GO C O S20; / F'O R N XT Si L CTION */
END SiELS;
1/***** TABL PROCtD(Ul *********4 ********* 
TABS: PR CC DUL .;;
DCL 5RSP CtAR(l) ; /* SiORT I(LSPONSE WORE */
DCL ARSP CIAR (4j ; /x LONGER RESPONSE /
T1: DII'JLAki('DO OU WSiu TO PL!ODLIUC A TAB.L?')
IF SRSP,=' ' THiN L''LUN;
IF L Sh L=f TH N




P ':PLY (SRSP) ;
ilJD02 760
BJD02770
BJ B 02 780
BJD02790







BJ D 02 8 70




























;J D .3 1 0













T10: DISPLAY ('c NT ER STA<TING I' INLX NULIBtE.') iAPLY (AiSP);
KS=AR SP;
IF NS<1 I KS>MAXRA;NGE 1) 'IiiThN GO TO T10;
T15: DISPLAY (' ENTIT FIRAL T 1ti, ITD X NUJDLR.',) REPLY (ARSP) ;
KF-ARS I > X
IL KF<Ks I K>AXRANGE (1) THEN GO TO T15;
D()OU-=T'JT; / OUTPUT ';0 TELii.iNAL /
TAB2: EN T Y ; / * D EP LNT L N l
T18: ; /* LABEL 'FO! TP.hREAT
ctNTEY POINT */
OUTPUT /
/ ITAABLi Di3PLAY */
PUT FIL ;(DOUJI) PAGE LLIT( 'EL.CI 1 L DAIA TABLE ')
PUT F1LE{DOUT) SKIP (2)
EDIT ('CASL ', (CA S NAI A' (ISL .ICN ()) O I=1 TO
(COL(1),3 1 (X(3) ,A (6))) ;
PUT FIL(LDOiU) K1 P 1)




CO i i V Z S AI ION A 
PUT tiL t(DOiJT)
LoDIT ( (I ,t .AS ENA
(CJL (1),F(o) ,X(
PiUT FILZ (D0JJ ) SKIP
PUT ILE (DOUT)
ED IT( ( (I, D A YiL 1
(CoL (1) 10 (F (4
[I il (I) ,CASET iTLE (I) ) 0
1) , A (8) ,X (2) ,A (40));
(2) EDIT(' i ;IMENSION-1
1i=1 TO NCASL))
NA Mi S' ) (A) ;
(I)) D I=1 0 lIAXRANGE (1)))
) , X (1) , 1 ) ) ) ;
PU'JT FILE(DUJ T) SKI P (2) ELiT (' Ia.MlENSION-2 NAMES')
P UT 'FILE (DOUT )
iD.1L ( ( (.L, bIAi 2 ()) DO I:=1 .' I I MA.LANCG (2)) )
(COL (1)l1 b (F (4) ,X (1 ), A ()) ) ;









P T 12 FIL ( J ri)
SK1 P (2) EO'I ('LIME -NSION- 3 NAMES')
I ,J,' ' , ((i ,DNAi LEJ (I) ) O I1=1
10 (F(4),X(1) ,A() );
(A) ;
(A);
To0 iAX:ANilGE (3)) )
SKIP (2) L)JIT ( i. ND CF DAIA JLIRELC 3 RY ') (A);
END DI L . ;
/* EN4D F COA4TNTS SECION */(
1/**'*** S I.C;, CIrION POCWLiIJRE ***** **-w.* *),-** * ****x**4cx************/
S3i L: PRCCEDU E;
ON CONVERSION jO T TO S1;
NS EL =O;
DC.L SSP CHAR (4) ; / SLLCTICi WOiD */
S1: DISPLAY ( J YU iWISi TO SLECT DATA
IF SRSP-= Y' S ISP-'=IS' TEN I . TUN;
FO l DISPLAY?') REPLY (SSP) ;
IF i'iSEi=) '.i.'N UiSPLAY (' O iATA CUERzNTL Y SELECTED.');
I; SP )LAY
DISPLAY
Di SP IA Y
DISPLAY
('YOU- sfiii, B.: ASKzED TO GIVi THE DATA INDh X NUJniBEiS FOI:');
('1. TIlHL' CAS3,I 2. .Tiij 'tEGION, 3. THt VLAiBLE.');
('US5 Tii{E IN'EX NJUMlnStk FROM THI LATA LIRtCTOi Y');
{('LNT I) (ZEtic) TO ~IC'iJN 20 THE N.XT HIIIGHIS2 INDEX LEVEL.
S1 0: DISPLAY (' LASE I NDX'?; ' )
KC N = SR;
IF KCN=U TfJEN GO TO S 1
If KCN<O I KN>NCASE '1
');
t:iP L Y (SRP) ;
19
: H EN
S15: DISPLAY(i ( 'GION INi;EX?') 
KD2=S -SP;
IF KD2=0 TiLN GO TO 31);
IF KDZ<( I KL;2 >AX ;tiANG t (2)
GOl Y( S;
Et>Pt Y (Sf. S') ;
THLN GC TO
S20: DISPLAY (' VAIAJLC INJDX?') EPLY (SRSP);
Kd 3=S d ';


























3J '0O2 46 U
BJ.D02470
BJD02480



























;ill 0N I I L 3 YS T L"FIL L ~.: L !T_ 2 i' i
S15;
FIL.: L3JDIS2 PL OPT A
KS-6; K F= it i R A N.E ( 1) ;
/C DATA VALIJ.:' LANGiS t/
YAX=1; YI N=O;
DO I.=1 TO NiSEL;
DO J=KS O) KF;
if DISP ATA (i,J) >YA AX
IF DIS3 PATA(I,J) <YiN
.END;
t ND;
/I' CREiATING Ti'ti' P
DCL ;.RlD (120,5U)
rI -1 (* ) = ;,
GdIo)(*, 1) = _ ; /*
DCL PT ( 1 ) iAi ( )
LOT GRID */
ciia (1) ; /*
T; HE N YAX=DI S PDATA (i,J) ;
TiiEN YIN=ISPuDATA (I J) ;
GRAP[ GRIL */
BCT O LINE * /
I N IT IA L ( * , + '
XAXIS= 130;
JXSTL P=iXi:i/ (KF-KS+ 1) ;
DO J=KS TO KIk';
JX= 1+ (J-KS) *JXS itP;
DO .=1 TO NSEL;
I Y= 1+4 9 (DI SP CATA (I
i£ GRID (JX,iY)=' '




JXiAX= (KF--KS 1) *JXSTI P;
,J) -YMIN) / (YMAX- IN) ;
I GRi D (JX,IY)='
= v," ();
*=PT ( 1);
/* PRINTING 'Ti. GL.APi ,/
DOUT=TOJT; / OJTPUT TO T'itM INAL 4/
G50: PUT FILL(DOJUT) PAG EDI{(' SELLCTIE
DO i-=5U TO 1 .Y -1;
YVALJ E =Yi IN+ ( (L ,-1 )/49) 4 ( YAX-YiYllN);
PUT FILE (90U T)
DIlT (YVALU- ,' I ', (EGRID (.JI) LC J=1
(COL(1) (8, 2) , A, 13; A ( 1) );
aND;
I XB= 12/JX STLP ;
PUT .FIL.(DOJTj) tEIT ((ENA 1 (1) DO I=KS TO
(COL (1 ) ,X (5) ,8 A (12)) ;
DATA GRAPH') (COt (1) , ) ;
10 Jx MAX) )
KF BY IXB))
PUT FILZ(DOUT) K±P(2) DITI('ditE13E}.iNC L1Si') ICOL (1) A);
P UT ' IL (DOJ )T)
JVDIT'( {PT (1) , CA(i. ;IA{I ( r . ICN ()),NAM2 ( I'D2 (I))
D NAMO (IS' . I3 (.1) ) DC 1= 1 10 NS.EL))
(COL (1) X (.3) ,A (2) ,A,A (1 ) ,A (1 0) ,X (10) ,A (2) , A,A (10) A (10) ;
Di S ?.LAY (' G A P -i CiOM PIL iTE') ;
1F JOUT=TOUT THEN D;
























































,4ViiRSATI2ONI OEAL fiONITOR`O SYSTE M
it ( I I I A I I -f" II if I I I I Iii I I 0 J I I K I 0 1 ; 1 )









/***** DATl'A TA JL 
CbicO3S: PRCCE Uui;
DCL SRSV CIAh t1) ;
CLtOS SŽCT I N P i CC D U E
DJISLLAY ( DO YOU WiSH T'O 2i'OD
IF SPSP-= 'Y' iHEil [k tTUuiiN;






DO 1=1 TO 10;
ISV. ID2 () =ISD
IS V. ID3 (I) =ISD
EN D;
/* ATA SAV!sD */
*
UCE CS S-SCT ION AL TAB.L S ? ') RE P .'LY (SIiSP) ;
EAlA /
. (CN () ;
.12 ();
.I D3 (ii);
/* 'ABLL T'Lt SPANS '-/
KS=o; KF= AXANGr (1) ;
DOU~IJT=POUT; /4 OUThJUTf TO PRNTR */
/* 'AB LES: CASES OVti SELCT.i.D DATA */
DO IC=l TO NCaSE; g/ TABiES /
DO JC=1 ITC NSBATA; /* COLUMNS */
ISD. ICN (JC).IC; /*CAJ*/
K=1 TO MAX ANG (1) ;
DSP )AlA (JC,K) =JATA (IC,K,ISD.-.ID(JC) ,ISD.ID3(C) ) ;
END;
END; /* IABLE STUP COSPL.ETE.D /
CALL TAB2;
'iND;
/* 'CAS ' TitULLS :COAPLzD) * /
/* TABLES: DATA OVal{ CASES */
DO JC=l TO NSDABA;
NSEL=NCASi; /* CjOLUlNS=NO. CF CASES */
DO IC=1 T NCAS';
LiSD.ICN .IC)IC; /*CASE NU M}3i*/
ISD. I1.D (C) =ISV .1 D2 (JC);
1SD. 3 (IC) =ISV. ID3 (JC);









































tIJ D04 1 
3 JD 4 20













F ILE, 1-,1 D.1-1) P I I J L P A
CGNViidSATIUNAL A1ONIXOR SYSJTEM-I
DISP Ar A (IC,K) =OA t 1A(IC, K, IS L. L2 (IC)
Zi:D;
,S. .1-3 (IC)) 
CALL TA.2;
N D ;
/* 'DI)ATA' AOLtES COiPLELLrE $//' *ESTORING SiALLCk;L ATA * /
NSlL=NSOATA;
DO 1 = 1 T 1 0;
1S.13.iCN (Ij =ISV. iCN (i)
ISJ. ID2 () =1SV. i1L2 ) ;
ILSD. IDJ (; =ISV. 1D 3 (1) ;
i3SOAiD A(I,K)-=;LATA(ISLC.ICN () K,ISE.ID2 () ,ISD.ID3 () );
NN;
/' S:LECTED Di.TA hiE3TOi{ih */
DSPLAY ('C OSS-S CTICTi AL TABL ES CLMPL ETD.' );
Li i3J 1 IN ;
£.i CR3 JSS;
/* T .* ERMINATION PiUOCLJl i t4O*UtH**X . **r S*x1/1
QUITS: P OCDU.R ;
DISPLAY (' PJROG AiM TilŽ1INzTiiLD ) ;
EX IT ;
END QUIIS;














































* 33 3,3 5. 7 6,




















12.00, 24. 82, 26. 29,
TO MATCII MZ
44.93, 48. 30, 51. Ž.2,
84.00,90.52,97.05,
2 3 4 5 6
2.5 i, 2.68,
2.' 0, 2 .89,
3.27, 4.00,
18. 1 , 19.59,
39. 1 5,43. 03,
2
* 6. 5, 73, 7 3, 
* 14.0, 15. 1, 15. , 5,
* 2.0, 28i. 0, 32.0,
*2L 01. ,23).0, 264. 3),







2.78, 2.77, 2. 78,
2.88, 2.86, 2.88,
U. ) 2, 8. 18, 1 0.38,
21.1;!,22.(7,24. 79,




,15 5. 0, 160. 0,
0,395. 0,45). O,








5.08, 4. 6, 4.77,
4.75, 5. 00, 5.50,










































































1952 1i57 1977 1982 19,37 1992 1997
16. U0,1 t.(d,15. , 14.')0,21. 00,45. 0()', 7.0, 107. 3,131.7, 143.0,
10.37,12.3, 1 , ll. ,20).0)200,34.8,65. 1,94. 4, 19.5, 123. 5,
3. 23, 3. 20, 17. 2, 14. 9,5. 9,-4. 2,-34. 9,
7.21, 6.3d, .19, 7.14, 8.10,-13.o,-26.4,-48.5,-75.7,-129.0
8. 56, 9.4 1, 8. 4, .78, 8. 0,137. ,73.6, 94.7,114.8,122 .8,



















20. 00 ,20.00,20.0,20,,20.00,2000, 0.00, 0.00, .00,0.00,0.00, BJN14490
BJM145004.46, 3.17, 2.40,2.50, 2.50,-39.1,-58.1,-77.8,-101.3,-157.7 BJ14510
BJH14520
20. O, 20 . 0, 2 0.00, 20.00,20.00,-3. 1,-3.9,-16.4,-23.2,-57.4/ BJM 14530
1 9 ( 2 1 9 6 7 1 7 2



















24. 00, 2). 26,
1) .8H 2 0. :!,





162 1%67 1972 1977 2 197 1992 1997 BJM14580
BJM 145902 0.46, 17.ul , 1.. 00,5J. 0,b5.30,8 5.40,1 11.6, 145.9,BJM 14600
BJM14610
2U.7x, 19.42, 'i. 50,35.00,45.70, 5. 0,7P. 10, 102. 1,BJM14620
BJM 146 30
1.) .7 2, 12. J4, 1 2. 10, 35. O00, 45. 70,5r9. 80,78.10, 102.1 ,3BJM1464C
BJM 1 46 50
.~84, d , 3. 7 .80~,-2'. C,-32 7,-42.7,-55.8,-72.9,BJM14660
BJM 1467C
i 1. 5 1,5. 2, 17. jb, I.22, 1. (,-1 0  -13. 1,-1 7.1,-22.3,-29 .2,BJM14680
BJM1469(
7.2 6, 9. 4,1).2 , 8.4, 8.10,25.00, 32.70,42.70,55.80,72.9O,BJM1470C
BJM 1471(1.z, :2.Th, 4.14, 4.44, 4 .50, -5.0 -. 5, -, -8.5,-11.2,-14.6,BJl 147 2
BJM1473C
LI1.K DATA DATE = 78229 11/45/33
-: 9.00, 9.31, 11.74, 13. 20, 11.06, 11.00, -5.0, -6. 5, -8. 5,- 1. 2,-14.6,BJ111147 40R GION 9 BJM 14750
':13,45,13.11, 1 J,14.0j, 1 5. , 1. 54, 50, .35. 00,45.'70,5. 0,78.10, 102.1/BJM14760
BJ3 1 4770
C 01 L TRANSPOTATION (ND REFINING) COST (CNTS/MBTlJ) BJN14780
BJM 1479C
D A ' A F' TI) A N C0/ 9 6 7 1 2B J 1 4 8 0 Ci YEAL, 47 1952 157 1 17 12 17 1952 1 9 7 1992 1997 BJM 1 481(RE' G ON 1 BJ l1482C
*-3 97,-10.8, -9. ,1-13.9, -19., 0.00, 5. 0, -6. 5, -8. 5-11.2,-14.6,BJM1483C
C R .Lt G LOU:0 1 1 2 BJM 1484 
. 00, )0.00, 00.00, 00 .00, 00 .00 0 000, 00.00BJ 1/4 85R iG2) 3 BJM 1486(9 '1 15,1 1.4 4,20. Ci6 17.9, 1 2.86,23. 0, 15.0, 1 9.60, 25.60,33.60,43.80,BJ148C
_ gtF:CN 4 BJM1488(
* 1 -., -5.' - C. 12,-1 6 0, 1.10, 1.11,10 . 00, 13.10,17.1U, 2 7.30,2 9.20,BJ1489(
*GC0i. 5 BJM1490(
*' 0.00, -7.3, -5.7,-10.0,-12.7 0.00,-10.0,-13.1,-17. 1,-22.3,-29.2, BJ1491(
;. R.EGTON 6) BJM1492 (
R H.GIO0NI 7 BJM1494(5.95, 2.57, 3.3, 2.t64, 1.213, 10.0, -5.0, -6.5, -8.5,-11.2,-14.6,BJM14951
C RE(;GiOS 8 
BJM 1 49 6
870 ,- 16 6b,-f 3 -21 -* 0,- 1 )O, 2 -5 1 .0 2 ,2 10,3 4.2,441.60, 58.40,BJ14971
C EG]Z j 19 BJM 1498(
" 1 29, -12 7, - 1, 3- 7 3, - 17, ., 30. ), 39 .2 01 2 20,6 7 00 ,87.0/BJM1499(
. LEASE 2.0 




6 ;3 C U NiT I N!:,I 
C CJi .E , A ) 3 iP L iL I? D AT k'dL i P IC S
Ii (i 1: ii.L i . 1 t75) 0 TO 2 0 3
C
D 2 =T-1, 9(
C Dxi-LATKEL :.JiO)AL F'tLL lh1iCES $/Ei U
P ! C= (iJ)r j.' { 1 ) + 1'i 4j'3 i , i' R, I NC TI ME,
P LG= ( OFP it (2) +i. 11L3 5 (, !I .rAN1 (G, I i 
At'i)= (.F J~ Oi~ { 3 } 3 +1I MTD 5 9 1 .fT i -C I,Ti ,
N;Z; (1) +1
Jt7=NZ {i+1 )
0J 213 J=J..;3, JF










D WhiITE 29 iA i 7 8
11,1 ) )/ (PI () * 1. f008)
1 1 ,1) )/ (WPI (,I) *1. 0zoE )
(I) - L P G 1 0
R (J) =) ,O1.
I U U l' i 1K 
PtiSAD .LFt L LICi:S
C
DO 62 =1,9
